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I.
INTRODUCTION

The last few years have not been kind to the structured
products industry. The global financial crisis that began in
20081 with the implosion of the United States sub-prime mort-
gage backed securities market2 threw an often harsh public
spotlight on structured products. Ratings downgrades, steep
price declines, defaults and disputes involving various struc-
tured products, from collateralized debt obligations (CDOs)3

to structured municipal swaps, all have drawn public and regu-

* The author is a Lead Financial Officer at the World Bank, and
earned aJ.D. from the Columbia University School of Law in 1990. The find-
ings, interpretations and conclusions expressed herein are those of the au-
thor and do not necessarily reflect the views of the World Bank or its affili-
ated organizations.

1. For detailed information about the financial crisis, see Stephen G.
Cecchetti, Monetary Policy and the Financial Crisis of 2007-2008, April 2008,
http://fmwww.bc.edu/ec-j/sems2008/Cecchetti.pdf (last visited Feb. 9,
2011).

2. For information on the sub-prime mortgage backed securities mar-
ket, see Benjamin J. Keys, Tanmoy Mukherjee, Amit Seru & Vikrant Vig, Fi-
nancial Regulation and Securitization: Evidence from Subprime Loans, 56J. MONE-
TARY EcoN. 700 (2009).

3. A CDO is a type of asset-backed security whose value and payments
are derived from a portfolio of underlying debt obligations, usually bonds or
loans. CDO's are typically split into different "tranches" that reflect different
levels of risk on the underlying portfolio. See DOUGLAS J. LucAs, LAURIE S.
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latory attention to a market that previously had attracted little
comment and only light regulatory supervision.4 Structured
products have been criticized for being "ludicrously com-
plex,"5 "an investor's nightmare"6 and "financial weapons of
mass destruction."7 Consequently, regulators from countries
around the globe have advanced various proposals for increas-
ing their regulation.8

Despite these criticisms, structured products remain an
important investment tool for both retail and institutional in-
vestors.9 In fact, given the extent of the losses suffered by in-
vestors during the financial crisis, the yield enhancement of-
fered by structured products may make them even more popu-

GOODMAN & FRANK J. FABoozi, COLLATERALIZED DEBT OBLIGATIONS: STRUC-

TURES AND ANALYSIs (2d ed. 2006).
4. See, e.g., MATHIAS DEWATRIPONT, JEAN-CHARLEs ROCHET & JEAN

TIRoLE, BALANCING THE BANKS: GLOBAL LESSONS FROM THE FINANCIAL CRISIS 3
(Keith Tribe trans. 2010), available at http://press.princeton.edu/chapters/
s9155.pdf.

5. TREASURY COMMITTEE, FINANCIAL STABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY, 2007-
08, H.C. 371, at 55 (U.K.) [hereinafter UK TREASURY COMMITrEE REPORT]

(quoting Willem Buiter).
6. See Alexander Green, Structured Products: Another "Safe Investment" Bites

the Dust, INVESTMENT U. (Nov. 17, 2008), http://www.investmentu.com/
2008/November/structured-products.html.

7. This phrase was originally used by Warren Buffet to describe financial
derivatives in his 2002 letter to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders. Letter
from Warren E. Buffet to Shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway Inc. 15 (Feb.
21, 2003), http://www.berkshirehathaway.com/letters/2002pdf.pdf. The
phrase was picked up and used by many commentators during the financial
crisis to describe various types of complex financial instruments, such as
structured products. See, e.g., Jason Paez, Defusing "Financial Weapons of Mass
Destruction," HUFFINGTON POST (Feb. 15, 2010), http://www.huffingtonpost.
com/jason-paez/financial-weapons-of-mass b_462470.html.

8. See, e.g., Dan Walters, Speech at the 6th Annual Structured Retail
Products Conference: Industry Response to Developments in Regulation of
Structured Products (Feb. 12, 2009), available at http://www.fsa.gov.uk/
pages/Library/Communication/Speeches/2009/0212_dw.shtmi.

9. On the continued growth of the structured products market, see
John F. Wasik, An Investment for the Experienced, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 20, 2010, at
F8.; see also Structured Products Trends: Growth, Regulation and Yes - Even Inno-
vation, NUMERIX BLOC (Mar. 10, 2010), http://blog.numerix.com/public/
2010/03/structured-product-trends-growth-regulation-and-innovation.html
(discussing the increasing use of structured products by mutual funds).
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lar in the coming years as investors seek to rebuild their
damaged portfolios.' 0

Structured products are in form either securities or finan-
cial derivatives, and are regulated depending on their form.
However, since they are more complex than typical securities
and derivatives, and consequently more difficult for investors
to understand, they tend to raise more legal concerns than
simpler financial instruments. This article will closely examine
two of the key legal issues relevant to the structured products
market: investor suitability and conflicts of interest. The article
will then examine the advisability of creating structured prod-
ucts to achieve particular regulatory or tax objectives, a prac-
tice frequently referred to in the financial markets as "regula-
tory arbitrage.""

II.
BACKGROUND: WHAT ARE STRUCTURED PRODUCTS?

Structured products are financial instruments with cash
flows that depend on the value or performance of underlying
assets or embedded derivatives. 12 They are customized finan-
cial products that permit parties to meet specific risk-return
objectives that cannot be met using only a conventional, "plain
vanilla" instrument13 or to hedge exposures that cannot be ad-
equately hedged using only plain vanilla instruments. A com-
mon feature of many structured products is "principal protec-
tion," which guarantees an investor's principal if the product is

10. Yield Enhancement is one of the primary drivers of investor interest
in structured products. See, e.g., UK TREASURY COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note
5, at 10.

11. See, e.g., Frank Partnoy, Financial Derivatives and the Costs of Regulatory
Arbitrage, 22 IowAJ. CORP. L. 211 (1997).

12. See, e.g., 17 C.F.R. § 230.434 ("[S]tructured securities shall mean se-
curities whose cash flow characteristics depend upon one or more indices or
that have embedded forwards or options or securities where an investor's
investment return and the issuer's payment obligations are contingent on,
or highly sensitive to, changes in the value of the underlying assets, indices,
interest rates or cash flows.") (repealed 2005).

13. In finance, the term "plain vanilla" is used to refer to basic or stan-
dard instruments such as simple, fixed rate bonds.
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held to maturity. 1 4 An example of such a product is a principal
protected note with an embedded call option.

Figure 1 illustrates how a simple principal protected note
with an embedded call option is structured. In this example,
the instrument contains a three-year note with an embedded
equity option. The net proceeds of the issuance of the note
are invested in two ways: (1) in a safe investment that will ac-
crue to par on the maturity date, such as a zero coupon bond
issued by a highly rated entity, and (2) in a call option on
some underlying asset or index, such as the S&P 500 stock in-
dex. 15 The first investment ensures that the issuer of the note
will at least have sufficient funds to redeem the note at par.lb
The second investment provides the investor with exposure to
the underlying asset or index.1 7 For example, if the second in-
vestment is a call option on the S&P 500 index, in addition to
returning the investor's principal, the note will pay an amount
based on the extent to which the S&P 500 index appreciates
above the strike price of that embedded option.

The type of simple structured product described above is
composed of two plain vanilla instruments, a zero coupon
bond and a call option, that could be purchased separately.
The principal benefit of packaging the two elements into a sin-
gle structured product is convenience for the investor. By
purchasing the structured product, the investor is spared the
complexity of directly investing in options.

Other types of structured products are more complex and
could not be easily replicated with plain vanilla products.
Some products are composed of a complex set of risk ele-
ments that would be very difficult for an investor to compile

14. On principal protection, see FINRA, REGULATORY NOTICE 09-73, PRIN-

CIPAL-PROTECTED NoTEs (Dec. 2009), available at http://www.finra.org/web/
groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p20596.pdf.

15. S&P 500 index is an index calculated and published by Standard &
Poor's based on the stock prices of 500 leading companies in the United
States. See Standard & Poor's, S&P 500, http://www.standardandpoors.com/
indices/sp-500/en/us/?indexld=spusa-500-usduf-p-us-1- (last visited Feb.
5, 2011).

16. On the use of a zero coupon bond to guarantee principal in a struc-
tured note, see, for example, Brad Cole & Rian Akey, Deconstructing Structured
Products, COLE PARTNERS LLC (Spring 2000), http://www.colepartners.com/
downloads/StructuredProductsOverview.pdf [hereinafter, Deconstructing
Structured Products].

17. Id.
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FIGURE 1
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on his or her own.1s Others provide investors exposure to
types of risks or markets that they could not invest in directly. 1
Insurance linked structured products, for example, allow in-
vestors to take risks that are usually only permitted to be taken
by regulated insurance companies, and correspondingly to re-
ceive insurance premium type returns.20

III.
INVESTOR SUITABILITY

The correct price of even simple structured products is
difficult for many investors to determine on their own. 2' Be-
cause these products generally include embedded derivatives,
at a minimum an investor needs to know how to value options

18. See, e.g., Laurent Seyer, Swaying Investors to Benefits of Using Structured
Products, PROF. WEALTH MGMT. (May 1, 2006), http://www.pwmnet.com/
news/fullstory.php/aid/1513/Swaying_investors-tobenefits-of using
structured-products.html.

19. Id.
20. For a description of insurance linked products see, for example, A

Balanced Discussion on Insurance-Linked Securities, PARTNER RE (2008), http://
www.partnerre.com/AppAssets/Public/f72f4908-59aa-43d6-80b6-472c1cb8
1cl5/ils.pdf.

21. On the difficulty of pricing structured products, see, for example,
Nigel Jenkinson, Adrian Penalver & Nicholas Vause, Financial Innovation:
What Have We Learnt?, in RESERVE BANK OF AusTRALIA, LESSONS FROM THE

FINANCIAL TuRMOIL OF 2007 AND 2008, at 31 (2008), available at http://www.
rba.gov.au/publications/confs/2008/jenkinson-penalver-vause.pdf.
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in order to price them. 22 Investors also need to have some un-
derstanding of the correlation among the various elements of
a structure in order to gauge the valuation impact of having
these elements packaged together into a single product.2 3

The lack of transparency in the pricing of structured
products is one of the major reasons they appeal to the banks
and securities dealers that structure and sell them. Since struc-
tured products are difficult for investors to price, it is also diffi-
cult for investors to know how much profit margin banks and
dealers are making from their sale. 2 4

In addition to pricing difficulties, investors often fail to
appreciate fully the risk of loss they are taking when they
purchase structured products.25 Although the investor may
understand in general terms the nature of the risk embedded
in the product, the complexity of the structure may make it
difficult for the investor to determine with any precision how
market movements will impact the product's value. This diffi-
culty is exacerbated by the fact that many products are struc-
tured to include a leverage factor that multiplies the impact of
any movement in the value of the underlying asset or index. 26

For example, each one-percentage point movement in the un-
derlying index may produce a two or three percentage point
change in the product's value. Leveraged products thereby in-
crease the opportunity for gains, but also the likelihood that
the investor will suffer significant losses.27

Given that investors may not be able to properly price
structured products or fully assess the embedded risks, these
products pose particular concerns with respect to investor suit-

22. On options pricing, see, for example, Options Pricing, OPTIONS INDUS-
TRY COUNCIL, http://www.optionseducation.org/basics/options-pricing.jsp.

23. On the importance of correlation to structured products pricing, see,
for example, Carlos Castro, Asset Correlation for Portfolio Credit Risk: Sector, Re-
gion and Structured Product Estimates, ECAREs (October 2008), http://www.
ecares.org/ecaresdocuments/seminars0809/castro.pdf.

24. See Aline van Duyn, Derivatives Transparency Is Key Battleground, FIN.
TIMES (Mar. 11, 2010), http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/88febcd0-2d41-1ldf-
9c5b-00144feabdcO.html.

25. See UK TREASURY COMMITTEE REPORT, supra note 5, at 55.
26. On leverage in structured products, see Deconstructing Structured Prod-

ucts, supra note 16, at 2.
27. See, e.g., Cris Sholto Heaton, The Dangers of Derivatives, MONEY WK.,

Sept. 27, 2006, http://www.moneyweek.com/investments/stock-markets/
the-dangers-of-derivatives.aspx.
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ability. "Investor suitability" is the term used to describe the
duty of licensed securities dealers to recommend investment
products that are suitable to their clients, in light of the cli-
ents' investment objectives and financial means. 28 Although
the precise nature of the investor suitability standard varies by
jurisdiction, some obligation of this type exists in most major
securities markets. 29

A leading case on the standard of investor suitability is the
Second Circuit's decision in Hanley v. SEC ("Hanley").30 The
court held that a broker-dealer implicitly makes certain repre-
sentations to its customers, including the representation that
when it recommends a security it has determined that such
security is suitable in light of the customer's financial situation
and investment objectives.31

The Second Circuit's articulation of the "investor suitabil-
ity" standard has been supplemented by rules promulgated by
the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority ("FINRA"),32 the
main self-regulatory organization for the securities industry in
the U.S. FINRA is the successor of the National Association of
Securities Dealers ("NASD")33 and has incorporated the ex-
isting NASD framework into its own rulebook. NASD Rule

28. On suitability generally, see Mark J. Astarita, Brokers Have to Be Their
Own Judge, SECIAw.com, http://www.seclaw.com/docs/397.htm.

29. Outside the major securities markets, however, the extent and nature
of the suitability obligation on dealers are often unclear. See, e.g., Frank
Portnoy, The Shifting Contours of Global Derivatives Regulation, 22 U. PA.J. INT'L

EcON. L. 421, 474 (2001).
30. Hanley v. SEC, 415 F.2d 589 (2d Cir. 1969).
31. This conclusion is an extension of the so-called "Shingle Theory" that

has been recognized by the United States Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion and in United States case law since the 1930's. See, e.g., In re Duker &
Duker, Exchange Act Release No. 34-2350, 6 S.E.C. 386, 388 (1939); Charles
Hughes & Co. v. SEC, 139 F.2d 434, 436-37 (2d Cir. 1943). The Shingle
Theory provides that brokers make an implied representation when they
hang out an office sign that they will treat their customers fairly and respon-
sibly.

32. For information about FINRA, see FINANCIAL INDUSTRY REGULATORY

AUTHoRIrrY, http://www.finra.org/ (last visited Feb. 5, 2011).
33. FINRA was approved by the SEC in 2007 to succeed the NASD as the

self-regulatory organization for the securities industry, incorporating both
the NASD and the member regulation, enforcement and arbitration func-
tions of the New York Stock Exchange. See Order Approving Proposed Rule
Change to Amend the By-Laws of NASD, Exchange Act Release No. 34-
56145, 2007 SEC LEXIS 1640 (July 26, 2007).
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2310 provides that in making a recommendation to a cus-
tomer, a dealer "shall have reasonable grounds for believing
that the recommendation is suitable for such customer."3 4

Prior to making such determination, the dealer should have
made reasonable efforts to obtain information about the cus-
tomer's financial status and investment objectives.35 The suita-
bility rule is meant to protect individual investors and small
institutions and does not apply to institutional accounts.3 6

Similar standards exist in other common law jurisdictions
housing major financial markets, such as the United Kingdom
("UK")3 7 and Hong Kong.38 In both jurisdictions, dealers are
required to assess whether a recommendation is suitable for a
customer given the customer's objectives and means. Like the
US rules, the suitability obligations imposed in the UK and
Hong Kong do not apply to dealings with certain defined types
of institutional, or otherwise sophisticated, customers (so
called "professional investors"). *

34. NASD Rules, Rule 2310(a), available at http://finra.complinet.com/
en/display/displayviewall.html?rbid=2403&element id=605&record id=
607 [hereinafter NASD Rules] (last visited April 4, 2011).

35. Id. at Rule 2310(b).
36. Id. at Rule 2310(c). "Institutional account" is defined under NASD

Rule 3110(c) (4) as (1) a bank, savings and loan association, insurance com-
pany or registered investment company, (2) a SEC or states registered invest-
ment adviser, or (3) any other entity with total assets of at least $50 million.

37. Rule 5.3.5 of the Conduct of Business Sourcebook promulgated by
the UK's Financial Services Authority prohibits dealers from making a rec-
ommendation unless it is suitable for the customer having regard to the facts
disclosed by the customer or other relevant facts that the dealer is, or reason-
ably should be, aware. See FINANCIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY, CONDUCT OF Busi-
NESS SOURCEBOOK CHAPTERS 113-13 (Feb. 2001), http://www.fsa.gov.uk/
pubs/policy/ps45_57_rules1-6.pdf [hereinafter FSA CONDUCT OF BUSINESS

RULES].
38. The Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission Code of Con-

duct Rule 5.2 states "[h]aving regard to information about the client of
which the licensed or registered person is or should be aware through the
exercise of reasonable due diligence, the licensed or registered person
should, making a recommendation or solicitation, ensure the suitability of
the recommendation or solicitation for that client is reasonable in all cir-
cumstances." SECURITIES AND FUTURES COMMISSION, CODE OF CONDUCT FOR

PERSONS LICENSED BY OR REGISTERED WITH THE SECURITIES AND FUTURES COM-
MISSION 10 (Sept. 2010), http://www.sfc.hk/sfcRegulatoryHandbook/EN/
displayFileServlet?docno=H598 [hereinafter HK CODE OF CONDUCT].

39. HK Code of Conduct Rule 15.5 provides that the suitability obliga-
tion is waived with respect to "professional investors," a category of investors
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In sum, investor suitability standards in the US, UK, and
Hong Kong 40 have at least three common features: (1) the ob-
ligations only arise when a dealer recommends a product, not
when a customer places an order for a product without any
solicitation from the dealer; (2) the focus of the obligations is
whether the dealer making the recommendation believes the
product is suitable for the customer, not whether the customer
actually understands the product; and (3) there are exemp-
tions for dealings with professional investors. On their faces,
these investor suitability obligations would not seem unduly
onerous on dealers. 4

The complexity of structured products, however, poses a
particular challenge for dealers seeking to comply with their
investor suitability obligations. One problem relates to the
knowledge of the advisors who are making the investor suita-
bility determinations. 4 2 While the bank that creates a struc-
tured product clearly has the expertise needed to price the
product and understand its embedded risks, such expertise
does not necessarily extend to all of the salespeople who are
marketing the products to customers. If the individual sales-
person lacks the skills to evaluate the price and risk of a struc-

that generally encompasses institutions and individuals with assets of at least
HK$40 million. HK CODE OF CONDUCT, supra note 38. In the UK, under the
FSA Conduct of Business Rules 4.1.12-4.1.13, an investor suitability determi-
nation is not required for customers classified as "market counterparties,"
which includes companies with share capital of at least GBP 10 million. FSA
CONDUCT OF BUSINEss RuLEs, supra note 37.

40. This article focuses on the regulations on dealers in New York,
London and Hong Kong, because those three cities are generally ranked as
the world's top three financial centers. See, e.g., Grace Kiser, World's Top Fi-
nancial Centers - London's Finance Lead May Be Shrinking, HUFFINGTON POST

(Mar. 15, 2010), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/15/worlds-top-
financial-cent n_498394.html#s73803.

41. Although the regulations in the world's largest common law financial
centers share these characteristics, the relevant regulations in some other
countries put more stringent obligations on dealers. In Malaysia, for exam-
ple, dealers have an affirmative duty to ensure the risks of a structured prod-
uct are explained to the customer. See MALAY. SEC. COMM'N, GUIDELINES ON
THE OFFERING OF STRUCTURED PRODUCTS, 11 (Apr. 27, 2007).

42. On the concerns that many advisers have incomplete knowledge of
the structured products they sell to customers, see Joshua Gallu & Zeke
Faux, SEC Reviewing Structured Notes for Overcharging, Conflicts, BLOOMBERG,
Sept. 29, 2010, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-09-29/sec-review-
ing-structured-notes-for-overcharging-conflicts.html.
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tured product, she cannot make an informed judgment that
the product is suitable for her customers. 43

This difficulty is compounded when products are created
by one bank but distributed to customers through other insti-
tutions.44 Such a distribution chain is common for structured
products, since the ability to create these products tends to be
concentrated in large, international banks while their sale to
end customers is often handled by smaller local or regional
dealers.45 With such a chain, the salespeople making the inves-
tor suitability determinations may not even be employed by
the same institution that created the product. As a result, sales-
people who have questions about the product may not have
access to anyone who can answer those questions competently,
since the creators of the product work at an entirely different
institution.

Many dealers respond to the limitations on the ability of
salespeople to understand fully all of the structured products
they are selling by asking investors themselves to certify that
products are suitable for them. Such a certification generally
takes the form of a statement inserted into the product's sales
material which provides that the investor understands the
product and has deemed it to be suitable given the investor's
own circumstances. A typical certification, in the case of a sale
of structured notes, reads, "prospective purchasers of the
notes should ensure they understand the characteristics of the

43. See, e.g., UK FIN. SERV. AUTH., QUALEITY OF ADVICE ON STRUCTURED IN-

VESTMENT PRODucrs 5 (Oct. 2009), http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/other/qa
structured.pdf (one of the findings of the UK FSA's review of structured
products distribution by UK regulated dealers was that dealers failed to en-
sure that advisers had a good understanding of structured investment prod-
ucts and their suitability for different customers).

44. In the structured products market, products are frequently sold to
customers through third party distributors. For example, before its collapse
in September 2008, Lehman Brothers distributed its structured products
through more than 600 third party distributors. US Structured Notes Update,
MTN-I, Aug. 29, 2008, available at http://www.usmtn-i.com/v2_files/viewRe-
port.php?PHPSESSID=a76dae56b95299e9759e613b69802df7&reportld=18
969&ti=VGVzdA==&searchTerms=.

45. For an example of the distribution channels used for structured
products, see Ben Marquand, Insurance Inroads, RISK.NET (Jan. 12, 2010),
http://www.risk.net/life-and-pension-risk/feature/ 1589379/insurance-in-
roads (discussing the distribution of structured products through insurance
companies in Asia).
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notes and nature of the risks associated with investment
therein and that they have sufficient knowledge, experience
and access to professional advisers to make their own legal,
tax, accounting and financial evaluation of the merits and risks
of investment in the notes, and that they consider the suitabil-
ity of such notes as an investment in the light of their own
circumstances and financial condition."46

Although obtaining such representations may give com-
fort to dealers, the investor suitability obligations imposed in
most major financial markets put the obligation on the dealer
to make this determination. The rules do not suggest that the
dealers can effectively shift this obligation to the investors
themselves by asking the investors to certify that products are
suitable for them. It is, after all, the dealers who are expected
to have the professional experience and expertise to evaluate
financial products and determine their suitability for a particu-
lar investor's portfolio. It is questionable, therefore, to what
extent a representation of suitability from an investor absolves
a dealer from making a suitability determination through the
exercise of the dealer's own professional judgment.

Another problem with investor suitability that arises with
structured products is whether the exclusion from the suitabil-
ity rules for dealings with professional investors makes sense in
the context of complex products.47 The rationale for these ex-
clusions is that professional investors have the ability to evalu-
ate the products on their own and do not need the added pro-
tection of a dealer's suitability determination. More generally,
the exclusions stem from the assumption that a sale by a dealer
to a professional investor is an arms-length transaction be-
tween evenly matched counter parties; thus the principle of

46. This article contains statements and conclusions that are based on
the personal experience of the author and knowledge gained from his work
in the structured products market.

47. See, e.g., Gary Gensler, Chairman, Commodities Futures Trading
Comm'n, Statement before the Fin. Crisis Inquiry Comm'n 2 (July 1, 2010),
available at http://www.cftc.gov/pressroom/speechestestimony/opagensler-
48.html (commenting on the argument that institutional investors do not
need protection when it comes to derivatives trading, Chairman Gensler
points out that since derivatives are complex financial instruments, "even the
most sophisticated parties would benefit from protections in the market-
place").
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caveat emptor (buyer beware) should apply." In this context,
the definition of a professional investor generally focuses on
the amount of an investor's assets. In the United States, for
example, the exclusion extends to any individual or entity with
assets of at least $50 million.49

When it comes to evaluating the price and risk of struc-
tured products, however, it is not clear that the size of an inves-
tor's asset base is always a good proxy for knowledge and ex-
pertise. Many investors with relatively large portfolios may be
invested almost entirely in plain vanilla products, such as
stocks and fixed rate bonds, and have little or no experience
with structured products.50 Moreover, structured products
come in an almost infinite variety. There are structured prod-
ucts linked to interest rates, foreign exchange rates, commodi-
ties, credit risk, inflation, carbon, insurance, hedge fund re-
turns and many other underlying variables, as well as hybrid
products that combine some of these variables into a single
product.5 1 It would be unrealistic to expect even a large and
very knowledgeable investor to have expertise in all structured
product areas.

The problem with relying on the professional investor ex-
clusion from the suitability rules was highlighted in 2009 by a
structured swap dispute involving the City of Milan and four
banks - JP Morgan, Deutsche Bank, UBS and Depfa Bank.52

The dispute arose in connection with a series of swaps that

48. On the principle of caveat emptor in the context of United States se-
curities law, see generally Robert P. Sieland, Caveat Emptor! After All the Regu-
latory Hoopla, Securities Analysts Remain Conflicted on Wall Street, 2003 U. ILL. L.
REv. 531.

49. NASD Rules 2310(c) 3110(c) (4).
50. See, e.g., Structured Products Debate: The Race to Attract Institutional Inves-

tors, EUROMONEY, (February 2007), http://www.euromoney.com/Article/
1242101/Structured-products-debate-The-race-to-attract-institutional-inves-
tors.html.

51. See OEST7ERREISCHE NATIONALBANK, FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTs: STRUC-
TURED PRODucrs HANDBOOK, http://www.oenb.at/en/img/phbjinternet
tcml6-11173.pdf (last visited Feb. 5, 2011) (describing the principal struc-
tured products).

52. See, e.g., Elisa Martinuzzi, Milan Police Seize UBS, JP Morgan, Deutsche
Bank Funds, BLOOMBERG (Apr. 28, 2009), http://www.bloomberg.com/
apps/news?sid=aisvHlHmcwQs&pid=newsarchive; 4 Banks Face Trial in Italy
over Interest-Rate Swaps, N.Y. TiMEs, (Mar. 17, 2010), http://dealbook.blogs.
nytimes.com/2010/03/17/4-banks-face-trial-in-italy-over-interest-rate-swaps/.
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Milan entered into with those four banks in 2005 to hedge
EUR 1.68 billion worth of fixed rate bonds that Milan had is-
sued.5 3

The effect of the swaps was to convert Milan's fixed rate
liability under the bonds into a floating rate liability subject to
a cap and a floor.54 Specifically, under the terms of the swaps,
Milan received from the banks fixed rate payments equivalent
to the amounts Milan owed under the bonds, and, in return,
Milan paid the banks floating rate amounts that reset every
twelve months based on the then-prevailing Euribor rate,66
subject to a maximum and minimum rate.

Since the future course of interest rates is uncertain, the
effect of the maximum and minimum rates (i.e., the cap and
the floor) was to put a band around the rates that Milan could
pay over the term of the swaps.5 6 If future interest rates ex-
ceeded the maximum, Milan would benefit from only needing
to pay up to the maximum and no more. On the other hand, if
future interest rates declined below the minimum, Milan
would suffer from still needing to pay the minimum rate (i.e.,
Milan would not benefit from any decline in interest rates be-
low the minimum). In fact, the Euribor rate was below the
minimum rate for most of the time the swaps were in effect.57

As a result, Milan was paying more than it would have paid had
the city entered into a simple fixed to floating interest swap
rather than the structured swap that included a cap and a
floor.

In January 2009, the city filed a civil suit in the District
Court of Milan against the four banks.5 8 Milan sought dam-

53. See Duncan Wood, 'Litmus Test' Case as Banks Charged with Fraud over
Milan Restructuring, RISK.NET, Mar. 22, 2010, http://www.risk.net/risk-maga-
zine/news/1597388/milan-derivatives-fraud-trial-hinge-banks-sums [herein-
after Litmus Test].

54. Id. The coupon rate on the bonds paid 4.019%. Under the swaps, the
cap was 6.19% and the floor was 3.48%.

55. Euribor is the short name for the Euro Interbank Offered Rate, the
rate at which Euro interbank term deposits are offered from one prime bank
to another as calculated and published by Euribor-EBF. See EUlUBOR-EBF,
http://www.euribor.org/ (last visited Jan. 28, 2011).

56. On the use of option caps and floors, see, for example, JOHN C.
HULL, OrioNs, FUTURES AND OTHER DERIVATIVES 397400 (3d ed. 1997).

57. See Litmus Test, supra note 53.
58. Later, in March 2009, the Milan Prosecutor filed criminal charges

against the four banks and certain of their employees for the crime of fraud
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ages and other remedies59 for alleged fraudulent acts commit-
ted by the banks in connection with the swap transactions, in-
cluding allegations that the banks had mispriced the swaps,
misled city officials about the economic effect of the swaps,60

and failed to disclose the total amount of fees and other
amounts the banks made on the swaps.

Milan also made an allegation based on the UK's investor
suitability rules. The UK's Financial Services Authority re-
quires dealers, under its Conduct of Business ("COB") rules,61

to classify each client as a "private customer," an "intermediate
customer" or a "market counterparty."62 The dealer's obliga-
tions then differ depending on the client's classification. With
respect to investor suitability, a dealer has no obligation to en-
sure suitability for clients it has designated as market
counterparties. 63 However, before treating a client as a market
counterparty, the dealer must notify the client in writing that it
has classified it as such. 64

In the case of the Milan swaps, the UK's COB rules were
applicable because representatives from the defendant banks'
London subsidiaries were involved in soliciting the transac-
tions. 65 While the COB rules permit a dealer to classify a pub-
lic authority such as the city of Milan as a market
counterparty,66 Milan's allegation was that the banks failed to
inform the city of that classification. The implication of Mi-
lan's argument was that had the banks considered investor
suitability, they would not have recommended the swaps to the
city.

against a public authority. See Deutsche Bank Corp., Report of Foreign Pri-
vate Issuer (Form 6-K) (May 2010) [hereinfter Deutsche Bank 6-K].

59. Among other remedies, Milan sought damages to cover the differ-
ence between what it had already paid, and was going to have to pay in the
future, under the structured swap and what it would have paid under a sim-
ple swap. See id.

60. Litmus Test, supra note 53.
61. FSA CODE OF BUSINESS RULES, supra note 37.
62. Id. at Rule 4.1.4.
63. Id.
64. Id. at Rule 4.1.12(2).
65. See Elisa Martinuzzi & Sonia Sirletti, Deutsche Bank, JPMorgan, UBS Are

Charged with Fraud (Update2), BLOOMBERG, Mar. 17, 2010, http://www.bloom-
berg.com/apps/news?pid=newsarchivesid=avhfZfkuB3TO.

66. FSA CONDUCr OF BUSINESS RULEs, supra note 37, at Rule 4.1.12(1) (c).
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The Milan case illustrates the problem with the profes-
sional investor exclusions from the suitability rules. Milan is a
relatively large and financially sophisticated municipality. For
plain vanilla investment products, it may be very appropriate
for a dealer to treat Milan as an arm's length counterparty that
does not need the kind of protection offered by the suitability
rules. The same is not true, however, with all structured prod-
ucts. Although Milan may be a sophisticated investor, when it
comes to evaluating structured swaps, it is certainly not evenly
matched with the structured products desks of international
banks like Deutsche Bank andJP Morgan. Therefore, the justi-
fication for the professional investor exclusion - that caveat
emptor should apply to arms-length transactions between evenly
matched counter parties67 - does not fit the case of Milan en-
tering into structured swaps with these large, global banks. 68

Dealers often seek to justify their reliance on professional
investor exclusions by requiring large customers to represent
that they are in fact sophisticated investors capable of under-
standing the risk involved with the structured products they
purchase. For example, JP Morgan's swap confirmation for its
swap with the City of Milan included the following representa-
tion from Milan: "It is acting for its own account, and it has
made its own independent decisions to enter into [the swap]
and as to whether [the swap] is appropriate or proper for it
based upon its own judgment. . ."69

Demanding this sort of representation puts the customer
in a very difficult position. It is unclear, for example, whether
the director of the City of Milan who signed the swap confir-
mation that included the above representation could have re-
fused to attest that he was using his own judgment. What
would it have meant for his job security if he was not able to
make that representation? Moreover, the city director may
have made the judgment that the product was appropriate
based partly on an assumption that the banks had priced the

67. See generally Sieland, supra note 48.
68. On the question of the sophistication of public authorities, see Gil-

lian Tett, Gillian Tett: 'Sophistication'Debate Heats Up, FIN. TimEs, May 6, 2010,
available at http://cachef.ft.com/cms/s/0/3cl78550-592e-I df-adc3-00144fe
ab49a,sOl=1.html#axzzlCekKW7XI.

69. A copy of one of the swap confirmations between JP Morgan and the
city of Milan is available at http://www.autistici.org/sitosovversivo/uncen-
sored/notes/derivati-milanol.pdf.
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swaps fairly. Being able to independently determine a product
is appropriate does not, in other words, necessarily imply an
ability to price the product or determine whether all of the
economic terms are consistent with the current market.

Indeed, few active market participants would feel comfort-
able refusing to attest that they are "professional" or "sophisti-
cated" investors. However, the generally understood meaning
of those terms does not imply an ability to understand and
price all possible varieties of structured products.70 Therefore,
it is questionable how much weight a dealer should give to a
representation from investors that they are professional or so-
phisticated when assessing whether those investors are capable
of adequately evaluating a structured product.

Finally, the question arises whether a dealer should be
able to rely on the professional investor exclusion and/or a
representation from the customer if the dealer strongly sus-
pects, based on previous interactions, that the customer is in
fact not capable of fully evaluating the risk of the product. In
the author's experience, dealers sometimes realize in the
course of their sales discussions that the customer is not capa-
ble of fully understanding all of the features or risks of the
product being discussed. Further, it is often exactly the realiza-
tion that the customer does not fully understand the product
that compels the dealer to seek representations that the cus-
tomer is exercising independent judgment and not relying on
the dealer's advice. In such a situation, what should be the le-
gal efficacy of those representations?

70. The confusion over the meaning of terms like "sophisticated inves-
tor" was illustrated in the case involving the City of Milan. Although Milan's
position in that case rested in part on it needing the protections of the UK
investor suitability rules, the Mayor of the City of Milan, Letizia Moratti, ob-
jected to the characterization that Milan was an unsophisticated investor. In
explaining the losses suffered by the city on the structured swaps, she was
quoted as saying, "It is because we had a false letter from the banks stating
that the derivatives were economically positive for us when they weren't. It is
not that we didn't understand English," Richard Milne, Milan's Mayor Attacks
Banks on Eve of Derivatives Trial FIN. TIMES (London), May 5, 2010, at 8.
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IV.
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

Numerous conflicts of interest can arise in the structured
products market.71 However, in most major financial centers,
there is very little specific legal guidance on how such conflicts
should be managed.

Most regulations and industry standards applicable to
conflicts of interest in the structured products market are ei-
ther expressed in extremely general terms or are focused prin-
cipally on disclosure.72 For example, NASD Rule 2720, which
governs the public offering of securities in the US mandates
"prominent disclosure" of any conflict of interest in the offer-
ing materials.73 Similarly, in the UK, FSA Conduct of Business
Rule 7.1 states that a dealer could manage a conflict of interest
through disclosure to the customer and generally requires
dealers to manage conflicts fairly.74 In Hong Kong, General
Principle 6 of the HK Code of Conduct provides that dealers
should try to avoid conflicts of interest, and when they cannot
be avoided, ensure their clients are fairly treated.75

Although these principles are reasonable on their face,
they are often difficult to apply in practice. Conflict disclosure
is an imperfect tool since it is only effective if it can occur
before an investor purchases a structured product. If a conflict
arises after the investor purchases the product, or if the dealer
only becomes aware of the conflict after the date of purchase,

71. On the general issue of conflicts of interest being inherent in the
financial services industry, see Hector Sants, Managing Dir., Wholesale &
Institutional Mkts., FSA, Market Abuse and Conflicts ofInterest: The FSA Approach
(June 5, 2006), http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/Library/Communication/
Speeches/2006/0605_hs.shtml.

72. See, e.g., Structured Products: Principles for Managing the Distributor-Indi-
vidual Investor Relationship, July 9, 2008, available at http://www.sifma.org/
uploadedFiles/Newsroom/2008/GlobalRSP-Distributor-PrinciplesFinal.pdf
(promoting principles promulgated by the European Securitisation Forum,
International Capital Market Association, International Swaps and Deriva-
tives Association, London Investment Banking Association, Securities Indus-
try and Financial Markets Association).

73. NASD, Rule 2720.
74. FSA CONDUCT OF BUSINEss RuLEs, supra note 37, Rule 7.1.
75. HK CODE OF CONDUCT, supra note 38.
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disclosure will not be an effective remedy.76 Likewise, the gen-
eral principle of treating customers fairly is unobjectionable,
but it does not provide much clear guidance to dealers.

Conflicts of interest arise frequently with respect to struc-
tured products for a variety of reasons. For one thing, as de-
scribed above, structured products generally include embed-
ded derivatives, such as put and call options. The counterparty
for these options is generally the dealer that structures the
product.77 As a result, if the product offers the investor a long
position in an underlying index or asset, the dealer is taking
the offsetting short position. Likewise, if the product offers in-
vestors a short position, the dealer is on the corresponding
long side of that trade.

To better understand why the dealer that creates a struc-
tured product generally takes the opposite position from the
customer, consider a simple structured note that offers the in-
vestor a long position in the S&P 500 index (i.e., includes an
embedded call option on the index). The note will pay the
investor an additional amount if the index appreciates above a
certain strike price. The dealer that structures the note is usu-
ally the seller of that call option, meaning the dealer receives
the option premium and in return is obligated to pay the addi-
tional amount if the index appreciates. Therefore, the dealer
has a short position on the index (i.e., the dealer will profit if
the index does not appreciate).

The dealer could enter into another transaction to offset
its short position.78 For example, the dealer could separately
purchase a call option on the S&P 500 index, so that its short
position under the structured note is offset by a long position
under the separate call option. In addition, the dealer may

76. See, e.g., Dep't of Enforcement v. Pac. On-Line Trading & Sec., Inc.,
2002 NASD Discip. LEXIS 19, at *21 (finding the subsequent dissemination
of disclosure information does not cure earlier misleading disclosures).

77. See, e.g., David Rule & Adrian Garratt, Structured Note Markets: Products,
Participants and Links to Wholesale Derivatives Markets, BANK OF ENG. FIN. STA-
BILITY REv., June 2004, at 99, available at http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/
publications/fsr/2004/fsrfullO406.pdf.

78. On the types of hedges that dealers enter into to offset their positions
in structured products, see Jtrg Bdrlocher, Experience with the Collection and
Publication of Data on Structured Products in Switzerland, BANK OF INT'L SETTLE-
MENTS IFC BULLETIN No. 31, July 2009, at 146, available at http://www.bis.
org/ifc/publ/ifcb31.pdf.
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have, at any given time, thousands of different positions on the
S&P 500 index, so that, although its position with respect to
one particular structured note is long, its overall position on
the index is short or flat.79 Nevertheless, with respect to a par-
ticular structured product, if the investor is long, the dealer is
generally short, and vice-versa.

For most of the history of the structured products market,
the fact that the structuring dealer and the investor were on
opposite sides of the embedded derivative was seen as a natu-
ral economic fact, not as a conflict of interest. That under-
standing changed, however, with the SEC's complaint against
Goldman, Sachs & Co. ("Goldman") in 2010 for alleged mis-
conduct in connection with a sub-prime mortgage backed syn-
thetic CDO,80 known as ABACUS 2007-AC1, that Goldman
had structured and sold to investors.81 The case against
Goldman hinged on the short positions that Goldman and
one of its favored clients8 2 took on the underlying reference
portfolio for the CDO that was the opposite of the long posi-
tion assumed by the purchasers of the CDO. Part of the accu-
sation against Goldman was based on this supposed conflict of
interest83 - namely, that Goldman had essentially designed the
product to fail so that it, and one of its clients, could profit
from their short positions on the reference portfolio.84

79. Id.
80. A synthetic CDO is a security that is backed by credit default swaps

that are written on an underlying reference portfolio of assets. In the case of
a sub-prime mortgaged backed synthetic CDO, the underlying reference
portfolio is composed of sub-prime mortgages. The protection buyer under
the credit default swaps makes periodic payments to the CDO issuer and, in
return for those periodic payments, receives lump sum payments if, and to
the extent, there are defaults on the underlying reference portfolio.

81. ABACUS Offering Circular, http://av.r.ftdata.co.uk/files/2010/04/30
414220-ABACUS-Offer-Document.pdf (last visited Feb. 6, 2011) [hereinafter
ABACUS Offering Circular].

82. ABACUS 2007-ACI was structured partly at the request of one of
Goldman Sachs' clients, hedge fund manager John Paulson, who wanted to
take a short position in the underlying collateral. See, e.g., Louise Story &
Gretchen Morgenson, S.E. C. Accuses Goldman of Fraud in Housing Deal, N.Y.
TIMEs, Apr. 16, 2010, at Al.

83. Complaint at 2, SEC v. Goldman Sachs & Co., No. 10-CV-3229 (BSJ)
(S.D.N.Y. Apr. 16, 2010).

84. See, e.g., The Case Against Goldman Sachs, EcoNOMIsT (Apr. 27, 2010,
5:19 PM), http://www.economist.com/node/21006291; Andy Kroll, Inside
Goldman's Big Short, MOTHERJONES (Apr. 24, 2010, 6:27 AM), http://mother
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For many in the financial industry, the accusation of mis-
conduct against Goldman was surprising given that it sug-
gested something fundamental about the way dealers create
structured products may be an impermissible conflict of inter-
est.85 From the perspective of structured products profession-
als, it was only natural that Goldman created the CDO by
shorting the underlying reference portfolio, and equally un-
surprising that it offset part of that short position with a client.
The CDO could not exist without parties willing to short the
reference portfolio because their payments fund the payments
made to the investors.86 In other words, the investors can only
take a long position in a synthetic CDO if someone else is will-
ing to go short.

The allegation was also surprising, because Goldman had
in fact disclosed the conflict in the offering circular for the
issue.87 The offering circular provides that Goldman would
take a short position with respect to the underlying reference
portfolio88 and further discloses that Goldman may enter into
transactions with other parties in which it purchases protec-
tion on its short position (i.e., passes on some of that short
position to another party).89 While the effectiveness of those
disclosures may be questionable given that the offering circu-
lar is almost two hundred pages long and written in legalese,
Goldman does not appear to have tried to hide its short posi-
tion from the investors.90

jones.com/mojo/2010/04/goldman-sachs-big-short-emails-senate-bet-
against-mortgage-blankfein-viniar-levin; Janet Tavakoli, Goldman Sachs: Spin-
ning Gold, HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 7, 2010, 7:51 AM), http://www.huf-
fingtonpost.com/janet-tavakoli/goldman-sachs-spinning-go-b_528144.html.

85. See, e.g., Fareed Zakaria, Cross of Gold, NEWSWEEK (Apr. 23, 2010),
http://www.newsweek.com/2010/04/22/cross-of-gold.html.

86. See Submission on Behalf of Goldman, Sachs & Co. In re Abacus
CDO, SEC File No. HO-10911, at 2 (Sept. 10, 2009).

87. Id.
88. See ABACUS Offering Circular, supra note 81, at 70. Goldman is named

as the protection buyer in the credit default swap by which exposure to the
underlying reference portfolio passes to the issuer of the structured notes.
As such, Goldman is taking a short position in the reference portfolio.

89. Id. at 33. The offering circular did not, however, disclose the identity
of the Goldman client that took that short position or the fact that the client
had been involved in selecting the underlying reference portfolio.

90. Goldman's conflicts of interest were also highlighted on one of the
opening pages of the slideshow for the presentation (labeled "Risk Factors")
on the ABACUS 2007-AC1 that was made to prospective investors in the
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Goldman and the SEC settled the case within a few
months of the civil complaint, with Goldman agreeing to pay a
$550 million fine.91 Although the settlement did not include
an admission by Goldman that the short position it had taken
was an impermissible conflict of interest,92 the case suggests
that more structured products dealers could be vulnerable to
such conflicts of interest complaints in the future.93

Taking the opposite position from the investors in a struc-
tured product may be a common and almost essential element
of creating a structured product. However, if the transaction
ends up going against the investor, the fact that the dealer may
profit to the same extent as the investors' loss certainly creates
the appearance of a conflict. The fact that this conflict can
easily be described in the press as building a product to fail or
profiting at a customer's expense94 means that the appearance
of a conflict has the potential to inflict significant damage to
the dealer's reputation.

A related conflict of interest issue stems simply from the
size of the dealers that are most active in the structured prod-

transaction. See Read Goldman Sach's Abacus Pitch Book, DEAL ZONE (Apr. 16,
2010, 12:45 PM) http:// blogs.reuters.com/reuters-dealzone/2010/04/16/
read-goldman-sachs-abacus-pitch-book/.

91. See, e.g., Christine Harper & Joshua Gallu, Goldman Settlement Victory'
Ushers Change to Wall Street, BLOOMBERG (July 16, 2010, 4:25 AM), http://
www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-07-16/goldman-sachs-settlement-victory-
ushers-in-change-may-cost-wall-street.html.

92. Consent of Defendant, SEC v. Goldman, Sachs & Co., No. 10-CV-
3229 (BSJ) (S.D.N.Y. July 14, 2010).

93. According to information compiled by the Financial Times,
Goldman was only in ninth place on the league table of lead underwriters of
sub-prime mortgage backed CDO's between 2005 and 2008, meaning that
many other dealers could in the future find themselves in the same position
as Goldman. See A CDO Litigation Risk League Table, FT ALPHAVILLE (Apr. 19,
2010, 2:35 PM), http://ftalphaville.ft.com/blog/2010/04/19/206196/a-
cdo-litigation-risk-league-table/. See alsoJesse Eisinger & Jake Bernstein, SEC
Investigating Deal Between JP Morgan and Hedge Fund Magnetar, PROPUBLICA

(Nov. 1, 2010, 1:20 PM), http://www.propublica.org/article/sec-investigat-
ing-deal-between-jpmorgan-and-hedge-fund-magnetar.

94. Ye Xie, Goldman Profited on Its Trades, Clients Lost on Its Advice, BLOOM-
BERG (May 19, 2010, 12:36 AM), http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-05-
19/goldman-sachs-hands-clients-losses-as-seven-of-nine-top-trade-ideas-flop.
html. See also Wall Street and the Financial Crisis: The Role of Investment Bank:
Hearing Before the S. Permanent Subcomm. on Investigations, 111th Cong. (2010)
[hereinafter Levin Testimony] (statement of Sen. Carl Levin, Chairman, S.
Comm. on Armed Services).
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ucts market.95 They tend to be large, global institutions en-
gaged in many different business lines, from creating struc-
tured products to providing investment banking advice and as-
set management services.96 Given the breadth of their
businesses, these dealers are taking thousands of different po-
sitions in various markets every business day. Some of these
positions may adversely affect the returns on the structured
products the dealer has sold to customers. In other words, not
only might a dealer profit when the customer in a structured
product takes a loss, but in fact the dealer may take actions
that, directly or indirectly, cause that loss.

Consider, for example, a dealer that creates a credit
linked note that provides investors with a long position on
Company X.97 As long as Company X does not go bankrupt or
default on any of its outstanding obligations (either of which is
defined to be a "credit event"),98 the note will pay a high rate
of return to the investors. If, however, Company X does suffer
a credit event, the note will redeem early for less than 100% of
the principal amount. Imagine as well that the dealer is sepa-
rately an important lender to Company X, and that Company
X's business is dependent of its ability to keep receiving loans
from the dealer. If the dealer terminates its credit lines to
Company X, that action could cause Company X to have a
credit event and consequently for the credit linked note to be
redeemed for less than its par value, creating a loss for the
investors.

A similar result could occur, if, rather than being an im-
portant lender to Company X, the dealer's investment bank-

95. For a list of the dealers most active in the global structured notes
market, see 1st Three Quarters 2010 Global Structured Notes League Tables,
BLOOMBERG, (October 1, 2010), http://about.bloomberg.com/pdf/gsn.pdf
[hereinafter Structured Notes League Tables].

96. On the breadth of the business activities carried out by large banks,
see, for example, Clayton G. Deutsch, Building the Global Bank: An Interview
with jamie Dimon, MCKNSEY Q., 2006 51, 51-56 no. 4.

97. For information on credit linked notes, see John D. Finnerty, The
PricewaterhoouseCoopers Credit Derivatives Primer, PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS,
http://www.pwc.com/enTR/tr/assets/about/svcs/abas/frm/creditrisk/
surveys/pwc-credderi.pdf.

98. For a description of the credit events that are commonly used for
credit linked notes, see What Are Credit Default Swaps and How Do They Work?,
PIMCO (June 2006), http://www.pimco.com/Pages/CreditDefaultSwaps.
aspx.
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ing division was hired by Company X as an investment adviser
at a point in time when Company X was facing extreme finan-
cial difficulty. If the dealer, in its capacity as investment ad-
viser, reviewed Company X's financial situation and advised
Company X that its best option was to file for bankruptcy pro-
tection, the bankruptcy filing would similarly be a credit event
that would lead to a loss on the credit linked notes.

Although by cutting its credit line to Company X or advis-
ing it to file for bankruptcy the dealer would cause a loss to the
investors in the credit linked note, such action is unlikely to
breach any specific laws or regulations on the dealer. There is
no general prohibition on dealers from taking any actions that
may lead to losses for their customers.99

It also may not have been possible for these kinds of po-
tential conflict of interest issues to be disclosed at the time the
notes were initially sold to the investors. The dealer, for exam-
ple, may have become a lender to Company X or have been
hired as an investment adviser by Company X after the notes
were already sold. Moreover, there are practical limitations on
the ability of a structured products team within a large global
institution to know all of the relationships and market posi-
tions that are maintained by their institution as a whole. In the
above example, the structured products team may be physi-
cally separated from the corporate lending and investment
banking divisions in a different building or even a different
country, and may also be separated by so-called "Chinese wall"
regulations from sharing information with those divisions.1 00

99. In general, dealers are not deemed to have a fiduciary relationship
with customers and are not always required to act in the customer's best
interest. In the US, however, section 913 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Re-
form and Consumer Protection Act ("Dodd-Frank Act") requires the SEC to
undertake a six-month study to determine, among other things, whether a
fiduciary standard should be imposed on dealers. Dodd-Frank Act, H.R.
4173, 111th Cong. § 913 (2010). See also A Fiduciary Duty for Broker-Dealers?
How Dodd-Frank May Change the Way Broker-Dealers Conduct Business, MomIusoN
& FOERSTER NEws BULLETIN (July 19, 2010), http://www.mofo.com/files/
Uploads/Images/100719DoddFrank.pdf.

100. So-called "Chinese wall" regulations create a separation between a
dealer's investment banking divisions and its trading divisions. The purpose
of this separation is to prevent investment bankers, who frequently have ac-
cess to private information about clients that could influence the price of
that client's securities, from leaking that information to the dealer's traders
and sales people.
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In short, large financial institutions may not appreciate the full
extent of the conflicts inherent in their separate business plat-
forms, making the accurate disclosure of such conflicts a diffi-
cult task.

Although the dealer's actions in the above example likely
do not constitute a violation of any laws or regulations, the
investors still may feel aggrieved by the the dealer taking an
action that led directly to the investors suffering a loss. If an
apparent conflict of this kind was picked up by the press, it
could damage the dealer's reputation in the same way as
Goldman's apparent conflict in the ABACUS 2007-AC1 case.

Given that a dealer's obligation to disclose conflicts of in-
terest is often at odds with the reality that not all conflicts can
be foreseen at the time a structured product is sold, many
dealers use very general disclosure that attempts to cover every
possible type of conflict that may arise. A typical statement of
this type, in the context of a credit linked note like the one in
the above example, reads "The dealer may deal with and en-
gage generally in any kind of commercial or investment bank-
ing or other business with regard to the reference entity01 in
the same manner as if any and all notes did not exist, regard-
less of whether any such action might have an adverse effect
on the reference entity."102

Such language is broad enough to cover almost any action
that a dealer could take in the market. On the other hand, it is
so broad that it arguably does not constitute effective disclo-
sure of any particular action. These types of statements in es-
sence constitute disclaimers of responsibility, rather than dis-
closures. The relevant legal standards in most major markets,
however, focus on disclosure, and they do not suggest that
dealers can satisfy their duties with respect to conflicts of inter-
ests by simply disclaiming all responsibility for them. There-
fore, the legal efficacy of these types of statements is questiona-
ble.

101. In the example above of a credit linked note, Company X would be
called the "reference entity" for that note.

102. See, e.g., EUR 250,000,000 Credit Linked Note Programme Prospectus, Volk-
sbank, 15 (September 14, 2007), http://www.volksbank.com/ml01/volk-
sbank/ml01loevag/downloads/bonds-struk anleihen/cln-prospektfinal.
pdf.
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V.
STRUCTURED PRODUCTS FOR REGULATORY ARBITRAGE

In the financial markets, the term "regulatory arbitrage" is
used to mean either (1) taking advantage of differences in reg-
ulations between jurisdictions or (2) entering into a transac-
tion primarily to obtain a desired tax or accounting result or
regulatory treatment. 103  Regulatory arbitrage is often
achieved through the use of structured products. As described
above, structured products are customized financial instru-
ments that are created to achieve specific objectives. In the
case of regulatory arbitrage transactions, those specific objec-
tives are to achieve certain tax, accounting or regulatory out-
comes.

Excessive use of structured products for regulatory arbi-
trage purposes was implicated in the collapse, or near collapse,
of several companies, including Enronl0 4, Parmalat 05 and
AIG.106 More broadly, regulatory arbitrage has been criticized
as one of the contributing factors to the financial crisis.107 The
practice of regulatory arbitrage is not, however, per se illegal or
unethical in all circumstances. Since regulators in differentju-
risdictions naturally have different priorities and concerns,
there is no reason to expect uniform regulations across the
globe. There is also nothing necessarily wrong with parties

103. See generally Regulatory Arbitrage Will Continue, FORBES.COM (Dec.
1,2009), http://www.forbes.com/2009/11/30/regulatory-arbitrage-europe-
business-european-union-oxford.html (analyzing regulatory arbitrage in fi-
nancial markets).

104. See Barbara Kavanagh, The Uses and Abuses of Structured Finance, CATO

INST. (July 29, 2003), http://www.cato.org/pub-display.php?pub id=1338.
105. SeeJames Pressley & Andrew Davis, Morgan, UBS Helped Parmalat Hide

Costs, Study Alleges, BLOOMBERG, Mar. 18, 2005, http://www.bloomberg.com/
apps/news?pid=newsarchive&sid=a unKDJ.G6VVM&refer-europe.

106. See Adam Davidson, How AIG Fell Apart, REuTERs, Sept. 18, 2008,
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSMAR85972720080918.

107. See, e.g., John Carney, How the Banks Used AIG's Swaps to Dodge Banking
Rules, Bus. INSIDER, Mar. 3, 2009, http://www.businessinsider.com/how-the-
banks-used-aigs-swaps-to-dodge-banking-rules-2009-3; Joe Nocera, Propping
Up a House of Cards, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 2, 2009, http://dealbook.blogs.ny-
times.com/2009/03/02/propping-up-a-house-of-cards/; Bento Lobo, Regu-
latory Reform and the Legacy of the Financial Crisis, CHATTANOOGA TIMES FREE

PRESs, Aug. 1, 2010, http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/2010/aug/01/
regulatory-reform-and-legacy-financial-crisis/.
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looking to take advantage of that divergence by searching out
the most advantageous regulatory treatment possible.

The use of structured products for regulatory arbitrage
can, however, create legal liability in certain circumstances,
such as when products are created specifically to defer taxable
gains or manipulate accounting results. 08 These types of prod-
ucts often can be identified by their unusual features, such as
very short durations that extend only over accounting period
end dates or the use of off-market prices (i.e., prices that differ
from current market prices).109 In other cases, the products
employ typical structures with no overtly unusual features. Re-
gardless of the type of structure, if the principal motivation for
the investor to purchase the product is tax or accounting
driven, the dealer and the investor may be subject to liability.

For example, in connection with the 2003 bankruptcy of
Italian dairy company Parmalat, the Italian administrator for
the company alleged that Merrill Lynch International ("Mer-
rill Lynch") had facilitated accounting fraud by selling
Parmalat a structured product known as a "self referenced
credit linked note."110 Self referenced credit linked notes are
linked to the credit of the buyer of the notes. In other words,
they allow investors to speculate on their own credit. The
notes were bought by Parmalat and paid a high rate of return
as long as Parmalat did not suffer a credit event, whereupon
the notes would redeem at a loss.

The fraud allegations stemmed from the fact that the self-
referenced credit linked notes appeared in Parmalat's finan-
cial statements as an investment in fixed rate notes. Credit rat-
ing agencies, potential investors in and lenders to Parmalat
looking at the company's financial statements would assume

108. See Policy Statement: Sound Practices Concerning Complex Struc-
tured Finance Activities, Exchange Act Release No. 34-49695 (May 13, 2004),
available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/policy/34-49695.htm [hereinafter In-
teragency Statement].

109. See id.
110. 110. See Merrill Lynch & Co., Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q, at 68

(Sept. 30, 2005). On self-referenced credit linked notes, see Simon Firth,
Self-Referenced Credit Derivatives - Are They Enforceable Under English Law, 1 CAP.
MARKETS L.J., 21 (2006). See also Rating Agency Concerned by Self-Referenced
Credit Derivatives, RISK MAc. (Jan. 15, 2004), http://www.risk.net/risk-maga-
zine/news/1517663/rating-agency-concerned-self-referenced-credit-deriva-
tives.
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that these were typical notes that could, if necessary, be sold to
satisfy the company's obligations. However, when Parmalat
filed for bankruptcy protection, the notes automatically re-
deemed at a loss, meaning at exactly the point in time when
creditors of Parmalat expected to be able to access those assets
to satisfy their claims, the notes had lost much of their
value."' Although the claim against Merrill Lynch was ulti-
mately settled for a relatively small amount,1 12 the reputational
damage to Merrill Lynch was significant.113

Another case when the design of a structured product was
used to achieve a questionable regulatory arbitrage objective
involved Goldman and the Greek government. In 2002,
Goldman entered into a series of long-dated cross-currency
swaps with the Greek government with maturities of between
15 and 20 years.114 The objective of the swaps was for Greece
to convert its liability for certain U.S. dollar ("USD") and Japa-
nese yen ("JPY') denominated bond issues into euro-denomi-
nated liabilities. Under the terms of the swaps, Greece and
Goldman entered into an initial exchange under which
Greece paid the USD andJPY proceeds of the bonds (the "For-
eign Currency Notional") to Goldman in exchange for euro
(the "Euro Notional"). Over the life of the bonds, Greece paid
Goldman interest on the Euro Notional and received from
Goldman interest on the Foreign Currency Notional (which
Greece then could use to pay the interest due on the bonds).

111. On the concern around self referenced credit linked notes in the
event of the investor suffering financial distress, see Rating Agency Concerned
by Self-Referenced Credit Derivatives, supra note 110.

112. Merrill Lynch settled all claims with Parmalat for 29 million euro. See
Parmalat Settles with Three Banks, BBC NEWS, June 19, 2007, http://news.bbc.
co.uk/2/hi/business/6766627.stm.

113. See, e.g., Lynn Turner, Dir., Ctr. For Quality Fin. Reporting and Man-
aging Dir. of Research, Glass Lewis & Co., International Monetary Fund
Seminar on Current Developments in Monetary and Financial Law: Lessons
Learned From the Failure of Market Discipline and Regulatory Lapses -
How to Prevent Future Busts (June 4, 2004), available at http://www.imf.
org/external/np/leg/sem/2004/cdmfl/eng/turner.pdf.

114. See Nick Dunbar, Revealed: Goldman Sachs' Mega-Deal for Greece,
RISK.NET (July 1, 2003), [hereinafter 2003 Risk Article] http://www.risk.net/
risk-magazine/feature/1498135/revealed-goldman-sachs-mega-deal-greece.
See also Elisa Martinuzzi & Gavin Fitch, Greece's Goldman Sachs Swaps Spawn EU
Dispute on Disclosure, BLOOMBERG, Feb. 15, 2010, http://www.businessweek.
com/news/2010-02-15/greece-s-goldman-sachs-swaps-spawn-eu-dispute-on-
disclosure.html.
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Finally, at the maturity of the swaps, the initial exchange would
be reversed, and Greece would pay the Euro Notional and
would receive from Goldman the Foreign Currency No-
tional.115

Entering into these kinds of cross-currency swaps to con-
vert foreign currency denominated debt into local currency is
a common practice for sovereign borrowers.1 16 Such swaps al-
low sovereigns to take advantage of cost-effective funding op-
portunities outside their home market without taking any for-
eign currency risk.117 However, the swaps between Goldman
and Greece had a unique feature. The exchange rates used to
determine the payments were off-market rates that set the
value of the euro at a much lower level against the USD and
the JPY than the prevailing market rates."i8 The effect of using
these off-market rates was that the aggregate Euro Notional on
the swaps was approximately EUR 1 billion higher than it
would have been if the market rates had been used.1 9

This additional EUR 1 billion was effectively a loan to
Greece. Greece received that additional amount upfront and
needed to pay interest on it over the life of the swaps and to
repay it to Goldman on maturity. Therefore, in purely eco-
nomic terms, there is little difference between Goldman ex-
tending a EUR 1 billion loan to Greece and its using an off
market exchange rate for the swaps that increased the Euro
Notional by EUR 1 billion. There was a difference between the
two options, however, in terms of their impact on Greece's fi-
nancial accounts: for the purposes of European budget ac-
counting rules, amounts owed under a cross-currency swap
were not counted in a country's debt figures.120

115. For a description of the mechanics of cross currency swaps, see
Naohiko Baba, Frank Packer & Teppei Nagano, BIS Quarterly Review March
2008, BANK FOR INT'L SETtLEMENTS (Sept. 1, 2008), http://www.bis.org/
publ/qtrpdf/r_qt0803z.htm.

116. See, e.g., Gustavo Piga, Derivatives and Public Debt Management, INT'L

SEC. MARKET Ass'N (2001), http://isma.net/ICMAGroup/files/48/48e0af
9b-bae4-456f-88bc-906e8b24f4a0.pdf.

117. Id.
118. See Beat Balzli, How Goldman Sachs Helped Greece to Mask Its True Debt,

REuTERs, Feb. 8, 2010, http://www.spiegel.de/international/europe/0,15
18,676634,00.html.

119. Id.
120. See Eurostat Statement on Greece's Use of Derivatives, REuTERs, Feb. 25,

2010, http://uk.reuters.com/article/idUKLDE61010W20100225. For the
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Obtaining additional financing in a way that did not add
to its official debt was important to Greece because of its obli-
gations under the European Union's ("EU") Stability and
Growth Pact ("SGP").121 Building on the 1992 Treaty of Maas-
tricht122 which set out the framework for the creation of the
euro, the SGP is intended to ensure fiscal discipline among
the EU member states that adopt the euro by requiring partici-
pating governments to meet two criteria: (1) an annual budget
deficit no higher than 3% of gross domestic product ("GDP");
and (2) national debt no higher than 60% of GDP. 12s The
SGP also provides for financial penalties to be imposed on
countries that fail to meet the first of the two criteria.124

Greece has been in breach of the SGP criteria for most of the
euro's existence, but it used the swaps with Goldman to miti-
gate the extent of that breach.125

Although the transactions did not violate any specific EU
laws or regulations,126 when the swaps began to attract wide-

current EU guidance on derivatives disclosure, see Eurostat Guidance on Ac-
counting Rules for EDP: Financial Derivatives, (Mar. 13, 2008), http://epp.euro-
stat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/government finance statistics/docu-
ments/FINANCIALDERIVATIVES_07_03_2008.pdf.

121. Security and Growth Pact, http://ec.europa.eu/economy-finance/
sgp/legal_texts/index en.htm (last visited Feb. 6, 2011). See also Vito Tanzi,
The Stability and Growth Pact: Its Role and Future, 24 CATO J., 57 (Spring/Sum-
mer 2004), available at http://www.cato.org/pubs/journal/cj24n1-2/cj24nl-
2-8.pdf (analyzing the SGP).

122. Treaty on European Union, Feb. 7, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 247, available at
http://www.hri.org/docs/Maastricht92/.

123. Id.; See also Eur. Cent. Bank, The Reform and Implementation of the Stabil-
ity and Growth Pact, 47 EUR. CENT. BANK OCCASIONAL PAPER SERIES No. 47, at
11 (June 2006) (R. Morris, H. Ongena & L. Schuknecht) [hereinadter ECB
paper], available at http://www.ecb.int/pub/pdf/scpops/ecbocp47.pdf.
[hereinafter ECB Paper].

124. Id.
125. See, e.g., id. at 16; Opinion of the Commission of the European Communities

on the Existence of an Excessive Deficit in Greece, art. 104(6), 2009 O.J. (C 563),
available at http://ec.europa.eu/economyffinance/sgp/pdf/30 edps/104-
05/2009-03-24_el_104-5_en.pdf.

126. The cross-currency swaps between Goldman and Greece are bilateral
contracts under which the parties are free to set any exchange rate for the
transaction, regardless of the then current market rate. In other words, there
was no applicable legal requirement that they use market rates.
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spread public attention in early 2010,127 both the Greek gov-
ernment and Goldman came under significant criticism from
many European leaders. 28 Then UK Prime Minister Gordon
Brown, for example, accused Goldman of "moral bankruptcy"
for its role in the transactions.12 9 The criticism also had a di-
rect negative impact on Goldman's profits, as many European
governments avoided doing business with Goldman in the im-
mediate aftermath of the negative publicity from the Greek
swaps. 30

Goldman also exposed itself to potential legal liability by
underwriting the issuance of approximately EUR 15 billion of
Greek sovereign bonds after it entered into the cross currency
swaps in 2002.131 In the offering materials for those bond is-
sues, Greece did not disclose that it had entered into the swaps
with Goldman.' 3 2 The purchasers of the bonds were, there-
fore, not made aware that Greece had an additional EUR 1
billion of debt that did not appear on its financial statements.
If the existence of this additional debt were deemed material
to a reasonable investor's decision to purchase the bonds,
Goldman could be subject to liability for having sold the bonds
with this information omitted. 33 The due diligence defense

127. Although the swaps were described in detail in a 2003 article in Risk
Magazine, see 2003 Risk Article, supra note 114, they did not begin to attract
much attention in the press until February 2010.

128. See, e.g., Tony Czuczka, Merkel Slams Greek 'Scandal' as Goldman Role
Examined (Update3), BLOOMBERG Bus. WK., Feb. 18, 2010, http://www.busi-
nessweek.com/news/2010-02-18/merkel-slams-greek-scandal-amid-goldman-
role-focus-updatel-.html.

129. See Goldman Sachs: Brown Attacks Firm's 'Moral Bankruptcy,'BBC NEWS,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8628231.stm (last updated Apr. 18, 2010, 5:21
PM).

130. See, e.g., Elena Moya, Europe Bars Wall Street Banks from Government
Bond Sales, GuARDIAN (Mar. 8, 2010, 9:36 PM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/
business/2010/mar/08/us-banks-european-bond-trading.

131. See Elisa Martinuzzi, Goldman Sachs, Greece Didn't Disclose Swap, Inves-
tors Tooled,' BLOOMBERG Bus. WK., (Feb. 16, 2010), http://www.business
week.com/news/2010-02-16/goldman-sachs-greece-didn-t-disclose-swap-in-
vestors-fooled-.html.

132. Id.
133. In the United States, for example, section 11 of the Securities Act of

1933 provides for liability for material omissions in any prospectus, see Se-
curities Act of 1933 § 11, 15 U.S.C. § 77k (2006), and section 12(a)(2) of the
Securities Act of 1933 provides that the purchaser of a security can sue any
person who offered or sold the security by means of a prospectus or oral
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that usually can be relied on by an underwriter with respect to
omissions would clearly be unavailable to Goldman since it was
a party to the swaps and knew they did not appear on the
Greek government's balance sheet.134

The swaps between Goldman and Greece represent a typi-
cal use of structured products for a regulatory arbitrage pur-
pose.1 35 The transactions were structured specifically to
achieve a certain financial reporting outcome, and, while the
product employed was a common one (i.e., a cross-currency
swap), it included an unusual feature (i.e., the exchange rates
were set at highly off-market levels). The Greek swaps case is
also typical in terms of the types of problems that can arise for
a dealer that devises a regulatory arbitrage motivated struc-
tured transaction.

These sorts of transactions are often described as exploit-
ing regulatory "loopholes."1 3 6 Regulators and politicians natu-
rally react negatively to dealers using what they perceive to be
loopholes to avoid the impact of financial, tax or accounting
rules, particularly if those rules are seen as having an impor-
tant prudential purpose or if the effect of the transaction de-
prives the government of significant tax revenues.13 7 When
such transactions are discovered, it is not surprising that they

communication that contains a material misstatement or omission, see 15
U.S.C. § 771(a) (2).

134. See generally Valerie Ford Jacob, The Due Diligence Process from the Under-
writer's Perspective, FRIED, FRANK, HARRIS, SHRIVER & JACOBSON LLP (Mar.
2008), http://www.ffhsj.com/siteFiles/Publications/D6FO4F49731E93D48C
F5885EB9DE205B.pdf.

135. The swaps between Goldman and Greece are not the first instance of
swaps with off-market rates being used to extend disguised loans. See Satyajit
Das, The Greek Job, RoUBINi GLOBAL ECON. (Mar. 4, 2010, 11:29 AM), http://
www.roubini.com/globalmacro-monitor/258484/the-greek-job. The prac-
tice is generally dated to the early 1990's when Japanese banks and compa-
nies used such swaps to conceal losses. Id. In Japan, these swaps were often
referred to as "tobashi" (from the Japanese word "tobasu" meaning "to make
fly away"). Id.

136. See Gaston Siegelaer & Pieter Walhof, Regulatory Arbitrage: Between the
Art of Exploiting Loopholes and the Spirit of Innovation, 2007 DE AcrUARIs 11,
available at www.ag-ai.nl/download/819-15-1-PPSiegelaer%26Walhof.pdf.

137. Regulators and politicians sometimes have a tendency to place even
more blame on the dealer that devised the transaction than on the client
that actually used the transaction in order to exploit a regulatory loophole.
For example, about the Goldman-Greece swaps, EU financial affairs spokes-
man Michael Meister was quoted as saying "Goldman Sachs broke the spirit
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often attract sharp public criticism, including attacks on the
integrity of the dealers involved. 138 Using structured products
for regulatory arbitrage purposes is, therefore, a clear source
of reputational risk for dealers.139

In addition, these transactions can create legal liability for
dealers. For example, to the extent such transactions have a
potentially misleading material impact on the customer's fi-
nancial statements, the dealer that devised the transaction
could be subject to a claim of aiding and abetting a fraud.1 4 0

The dealer could also be subject to other claims if, like
Goldman in the Greek swaps case, it goes on to enter into
other transactions without disclosing the impact that the regu-
latory arbitrage transaction had on the customer's balance
sheet. Underwriting the customer's securities is one potential
source of such liability. Similarly, the dealer could be accused
of violating insider trading rules if it takes a short position on
the customer's securities based on its knowledge that the cus-
tomer's accounts do not properly reflect its true financial situ-
ation.141

of the Maastricht Treaty," even though it was Greece, not Goldman, which
was a party to that treaty. See Martinuzzi & Finch, supra note 114.

138. See Levin Testimony, supra note 94; see also Andrew Clark, Gordon Brown
and Angela Merkel Attack Goldman Sachs, GuARDLN (Apr. 18, 2010, 10:01 PM),
http://www.guardian.co.uk/business/2010/apr/18/gordon-brown-angela-
merkel-goldman-sachs.

139. The US Federal Reserve defines "reputational risk" as "the potential
that negative publicity regarding an institution's business practices, whether
true or not, will cause a decline in the customer base, costly litigation, or
revenue reductions." See Marco Micocci et al., Reputational Effects of Opera-
tional Risk Events for Financial Institutions, INT'L AcrUARAL Ass'N (Oct. 8,
2008), http://www.actuaries.org/AFIR/Colloquia/Rome2/MicocciMasala
CannasFlore.pdf.

140. In the U.S., civil liability under Rule 10b-5 of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5 (2011), does not extend to aiders and
abettors of a securities fraud. See Cent. Bank of Denver v. First Interstate
Bank of Denver, 511 U.S. 164, 177 (1994). However, aiding and abetting a
fraud may still be actionable as a common law tort. See id. at 181.

141. See, e.g., Viral V. Acharya & Timothy C. Johnson, Insider Trading in
Credit Derivatives, LoNDON Bus. SCH., http://faculty.london.edu/vacharya/
assets/documents/acharya-johnson.pdf (last modified Sept. 2005).
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VI.
CONCLUSION

The global financial crisis has been blamed in part on the
increasing complexity of financial instruments.142 Many regu-
lators and politicians now consider any complex financial
product inherently suspect. 43 This reaction is understandable
given the scale of the collapse in some of the more complex
segments of the structured products market, in particular sub-
prime mortgage-backed CDOs.144 It is also a predictable re-
sponse of regulators and politicians who themselves have come
under strong criticism for their failure to foresee the problems
that developed with some of these products. 145 Because sim-
pler products are simpler to regulate, it is not surprising that
regulators and politicians would prefer to see a general reduc-
tion in the complexity of financial instruments.

Notwithstanding the regulatory and political bias in favor
of simplicity, structured products remain important invest-
ment and hedging tools. On the investment side, they permit
investors to earn enhanced yields and obtain exposure to as-
sets and markets they may not otherwise be able to access. 146 A
hedge-fund return linked structured note, for example, offers
investors both the opportunity to earn a higher yield than they
could with a straight bond and exposure to an asset class -
hedge funds - that is generally accessible only to the wealthiest
investors.147

As a hedging tool, the complexity of structured products
simply reflects the reality that the risks faced by many investors
are themselves complex. Consider, for example, a US investor
that holds a euro denominated bond issued by French Com-

142. See, e.g., U.K. TREAsuRY COMMiTTEE REPORT, supra note 5, at 55-66.
143. See, e.g., Levin Testimony, supra note 94; see also Paul Volcker: Think More

Broadly, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 14, 2009), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB1000
1424052748704825504574586330960597134.html?mod=WSJhppMIDDLE
NexttoWhatsNewsTop.

144. See generally Yongheng Deng, Stuart A. Gabriel & Anthony B. Sanders,
CDO Market Implosion and the Pricing of Subprime Mortgage-Backed Se-
curities (Mar. 1, 2010), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1356630 (eval-
uating the collapse of the sub-prime mortgage backed CDO market).

145. See, e.g., Edward Wyatt, S.E.C. Pursuing More Cases Tied to Financial Cri-
sis, N.Y. TIMES, July 21, 2010, at B2.

146. See Seyer, supra note 18.
147. See Deconstructing Structured Products, supra note 16.
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pany X. It is the only euro denominated security in the inves-
tor's portfolio. The investor would like to enter into a swap to
exchange the euro payments it will receive under the bond for
USD, but will not need that swap to continue if Company X
defaults on the bond. The investor could enter into a credit
linked, euro-USD swap with a dealer that terminates automati-
cally if Company X defaults on any debt obligation.148 Al-
though such a swap would be relatively complex, it would also
better meet the investor's specific hedging objectives than any
plain vanilla product could.

The complex nature of structured products raises the le-
gal questions examined in this article. Specifically, are dealers
meeting their investor suitability obligations, are they properly
managing and disclosing conflicts of interest, and are the
dealer's senior management teams doing enough to ensure
their firms are not creating structured products to achieve
questionable regulatory arbitrage objectives? To date, the re-
cord of the large dealers that dominate the structured prod-
ucts market1 49 on these questions has not been very impres-
sive, as the examples given in this article highlight. As a result,
the dealers have contributed to the general demonization of
complexity in financial instruments that has led many regula-
tors and politicians to consider ways to curb financial innova-
tion. 150

Complexity, however, is not an inherently evil characteris-
tic in a financial instrument. Rather, it is often just a necessary
consequence of tailoring an instrument to meet an investor's
specific needs. If dealers treat their investor suitability and
conflicts of interest obligations seriously and can resist the
short-term profit opportunities that arise by using structured
products to achieve regulatory arbitrage objectives, structured
products should come to be seen for what they are: useful in-
vestment and hedging tools and not financial weapons of mass
destruction.15'

148. On credit linked structures, see Finnerty, supra note 97.
149. See generally Structured Notes League Tables, supra note 95 (providing

information on capital markets representation).
150. See, e.g., The Impact of Financial Regulatory Reform on Structured Products,

MomusoN & FOERSTER NEWS BuLL., June 29, 2010, at 1, available at http://
www.mofo.com/files/Uploads/Images/100629StructuredThoughts.pdf.

151. See Paez, supra note 7.
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